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The injunction “Hippies Use Side Door” stands at the entrance to Cosima von Bonin’s
studio in Cologne; it is also the title of her exhibition at mumok. This opening salvo is
obviously not meant literally: there is no side door and besides, the time of the hippies is
over. But this phrase, which American store owners originally used to deter an alternative
youth culture in the 1960s, communicates key themes of Cosima von Bonin’s work:
insecurity, provocation, ambiguity, and a sly sense of humor.
Since the early 1990s, von Bonin (born in 1962 in Mombasa, Kenya) has been one of the
most important contemporary Conceptual artists. mumok’s retrospective is the most
comprehensive exhibition of her work in Austria to date. Alongside early works—among
them a reconstruction, specially made for mumok, of her first show, which took place
in Hamburg in 1990—the exhibition includes her more recent stage-like installations
as well as several works conceived for this occasion. It includes parts of her two last
major exhibitions, ZWEI POSITIONEN AUF EINMAL [Two Positions at Once] at Kölnischer
Kunstverein (2004) and THE FATIGUE EMPIRE at Kunsthaus Bregenz (2010). For the
mumok show, the artist has also restaged the last installment of her traveling exhibition
THE LAZY SUSAN SERIES (2010–2012) at the Museum Ludwig in Cologne.
Since she started working as an artist at the end of the 1980s, von Bonin has made
many different kinds of work: she uses an enormous range of media, including sculpture,
installation, fabric images, murals, photography, and film. She not only presents her work
in solo exhibitions but also collaborates with other artists, organizes group projects,
produces videos and performances, throws parties, and performs as a DJ. From the
beginning, her work countered the celebration of individual mastery in the flourishing art
market of the 1980s with a strategy of collective production that leaves room for all kinds
of influences and ideas.
Von Bonin works within a network of personal relationships, friends, and artists, in which
she is also a curator and a producer. In reference to her collaborations, she says “I am
many,” sometimes “We are many.” Over the years she has become an expert at disguising
her own contributions in collaborations with other artists and in works with delegated
authorship. Her own contribution often lies in the selection of a work’s basic elements
and in picking the people who participate: everything else can develop without knowing
what form it is expected to take in the end. This mixture of ideas and other people
making work helps to generate a complex labyrinth of cross-references within
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the pictures, objects, photographs, films, and installations that make up her exhibitions.
Von Bonin questions not only her own status as an artist but also turns the notion of the
artwork as commodity into a game with the forces of the art market, whose co-optation
she tries—mischievously—to escape. The art world’s permanent insistence on creativity is
combated by works that clearly communicate gestures of refusal, hesitation, exhaustion,
and a fear of failure.
Von Bonin defamiliarizes everyday objects by manipulating their proportions, altering
their materiality and texture, or questioning our sense of their reality. Artistic creation is
understood as something intermeshed with all kinds of cultural and social reflections.
Personal experiences also make up part of this web, in a way that is often impossible for
viewers to follow. Von Bonin’s exhibitions and room-filling installations deliberately can’t
be understood in terms of the expressive single work. Attempts to explain every detail
of her work are usually bound to fail and besides not something the artist wants. In spite
of that, however, her repertoire of images, which always also has an ironic and playful
note, is filled with allusions and cross-references to art and popular culture. These easily
recognizable references make it straightforward to establish certain associations, but in
the search for meaning you are usually left to your own devices.
For the mumok exhibition, von Bonin has selected work from all periods of her artistic
production. They have been complemented and extended by the inclusion of works
from artists and filmmakers whom she sees as influential or important reference points.
Among them are Martin Kippenberger, Cady Noland, André Cadere, Isa Genzken and
Mike Kelley as well as the filmmakers Jacques Tati and George Romero. While some
of her own works are present in their original form, others have been reconstructed in
cardboard on a scale of 1:1, either because they don’t exist anymore or because the
artist doesn’t want them to be measured against the works that inspired her.

Ebene

Appropriately, the artist has also included a work of Mike Kelley’s in the exhibition. Its
title LUMPENPROLE (1980) (2) refers to Karl Marx’s idea of the Lumpenproletariat.
Stuffed toy animals are hidden under a huge knitted blanket that only suggests the shapes
underneath. The act of concealing opens the doors to what is in a literal sense “swept
under the carpet” of the unconscious. Rather than the reception of art being an analytical
mode of observation, it is here cast as a process of perception that is almost physically
uncomfortable. Hard to fully decode, the work becomes an allusion to the corrupt and base
aspects of human nature, in which psychological entanglements, distress, compulsions,
and fears develop an unpredictable life of their own.
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On pedestals at the entrance to the exhibition are oversized dogs and a donkey (1),
seemingly keeping guard. They are sewn in fabric, but von Bonin has used expensive
textiles from the world of fashion rather than the standard materials used for children’s toys.
The animals sit on pedestals that are called “boxes” in the work’s title, which suggests the
commodity status of the toy. The theme of dogs comes up again and again in the artist’s
work; her own dogs, Jim & George, can also be seen in the performance documentation
on video. The stuffed pets at the entrance to the show evoke an association with Pop
art of the 1960s, which took up themes from the world of consumption, as well as to its
contemporary successors, such as Jeff Koons’s dog sculptures. Obediently arranged in a
row, as if they had heeded the artist’s command to heel, they suggest themes of education,
training, order, and discipline. Over and over again, von Bonin’s image-world is occupied
by animals that are not only rich in associations to kitsch and consumer culture but also
stand-ins for human emotional states, a repressed past, and the unfathomable.

Okka-Esther Hungerbühler‘s BLUME (2014) (3) can give rise not only to a sense of the
uncanny like that in Kelley‘s works, but also to surprise and curiosity. This flower is a robot with
an integrated camera; it opens slowly when a single person stands in front of it for a certain
period of time. If it sees more than one person, it closes again very quickly and remains closed.
If you walk toward it too quickly it also closes and judders with fear. The flower never stops
making gentle breathing movements with its petals.
In her first exhibition in 1990 at the Ausstellungsraum Münzstrasse 10 in Hamburg, von
Bonin already made other artists the primary subject of her work (4). In a collaborative
project with Josef Strau, she filled the space with balloons bearing the names of wellknown Conceptual artists, along with their dates of birth and those of their first solo
exhibitions. Her own first exhibition was thus made into an exhibition about exhibitions.
It made direct references to the Conceptual art of the 1960s, which resisted traditional
market criteria and the interests of collectors by giving the artwork a new form. The shortlived balloons shared such an approach and responded to the booming art market of the
1980s with a renunciation of artistic authorship and the stability of value. In addition von
Bonin demonstratively occupied the storefront window of the exhibition space, ironically
thematizing the idea of herself as a product and the mixture of artistic and market value
that comes from “selling one’s own skin.” In this way von Bonin made an emphatic gesture
of self-assertion in the male-dominated art world of the 1980s.
Leaning against a wall of the gallery is BARRE DE BOIS ROND (B16) (1974) by André Cadere.
The artist left such bars, made of painted segments of wood, in museums and galleries
unbidden. By placing his work into exhibitions without asking permission, Cadere established
himself as one of several artists of the 1960s who staged disruptive interventions to oppose
the established forms of the art product and the exhibition system. Von Bonin has not only
included one of his works in her show, but refers to Cadere again and again in her own work.
Thus, for example, in the performance 2 POSITIONEN AUF EINMAL (2004) (5) small wooden
rollers seem to lie accidentally on the ground; they look like toys or foot-massage implements.
The film also shows colorful bars made of soft fabric with Muppet heads leaning against the
wall. As a reference to institutional critique, as well as to the playful and unpredictable, they are
a humorous tribute to Cadere, who died young in 1978.

OHNE TITEL, 1990

OHNE TITEL, 1990

There is hardly any “conventional” painting in von Bonin’s oeuvre. An exception is the
early series of ELVIS paintings from 1993 (6). They show various versions of faces made
unrecognizable through halftone dots, where you can only guess whether it’s really the singer
himself. Von Bonin here borrows a production method from Sigmar Polke. Taking up American
Pop art and Roy Lichtenstein, Polke had painted pictures in which he deliberately distorted
everyday pictures and press images by misapplying the halftone technique. ELVIS connects to
the star system that Pop art also upheld, and it perpetuates the myth of the immortal musician
in an ironic way.

to win the annual trophies). In von Bonin’s version the text had been changed so as to
become grammatically incorrect and paradoxical, in that she made the fish both female and
one that caught itself: This fish (3lbs) caught herself in Driffield Beck on the
above fly of her own tying. The alteration and its linguistic play makes nonsense of
conservative behavioral expectations and gender assignments, also as they exist in the art
world—for example in the question of whether there is really such a thing as “female” art.
Alongside these photos, maritime subjects come up again and again in von Bonin’s works,
such as sea horses, octopuses, and clams, as well as metaphorical instances of fishing,
boats, and bait. On level 3 of the exhibition, for example, there is OHNE TITEL (NOT BAD FOR
OPENERS), a collaboration with Colin de Land from 1993. The work shows a title page with
Woody Allen, budgie poop, and the title “Off the hook.”

At the inaugural exhibition of Galerie Nagel in Cologne in 1990, von Bonin showed
photographs of ducks (7). They were created during a visit to Newcastle, England, where
the artist was a guest in an anglers’ club. But each member of the anglers’ club was only
allowed one guest permit and von Bonin let her brother fish instead. She was bored, so she
photographed the ducks in the meadow. In the clubhouse, however, she later discovered a
stuffed fish above the fireplace: it was not the biggest fish that had ever been caught there but
the first fish with which a woman had won the annual fishing competition. Surprised by this
gesture in the conservative environment of the club, she changed the writing on the plaque for
a photograph. Originally it read: BROWN TROUT (3lbs) Caught in Driffield Beck on
the above fly of her own tying by Mrs. H. T. CROCKATT (The first lady member

In 2004 the installation KAPITULATION (8) was on view at Kölnischer Kunstverein. The
large box functioned like a room and was used as a set for performances and photo shoots.
The inside was painted with blackboard paint and chalk drawings that evoked Disney
cartoons. There was also, lying diagonally in the space, an object in the shape of a catamaran,
upholstered in suit fabric. Visitors could look into the space from a pedestal or—if they were
afraid of heights or for some other reason couldn’t climb the stairs—in mirrors that had been
set up around it.

At mumok this installation, which is in a private collection today, has been reconstructed
in cardboard, in keeping with the artist’s practice. The white substitute objects mark the
absences in the exhibition and are also references to the mechanisms of the art market. In
addition they bring to mind the huge sculptures that the American artist Claes Oldenburg
created as “ghost versions” of everyday objects.
A film of the performance that took place at the opening in Cologne in 2004 was afterward
shown separately in the show. In a similar way objects and actions are clearly separated at
mumok, where the films and documentation are in a video booth behind KAPITULATION.
In two sequences, 2 POSITIONEN AUF EINMAL (5) shows performers acting in improvised
scenes. The catamaran lies diagonally in the space, on top of it, as if its captain, is a slumped
stuffed figure based on the character Jar Jar Binks in George Lucas’s Star Wars: Episode
II-Attack of the Clones (2002). Two people stand around by the wall wearing judo jackets
and dog masks. Further people appear out of a pipe and, to the accompaniment of music by
Phantom/Ghost (Dirk von Lowtzow and Thies Mynther) these performers raise the catamaran
and turn it around. It is still too big for the space, so at the end they jump around on the vessel
until it breaks and “fits.” Their handling of the boat is not without comedy but in the end they
destroy it with brute force. The act of violence in the enclosed container can be seen as an
allusion to a multitude of social or cultural restrictions and limitations. In a metaphorical sense
you could also read the catamaran as an alter ego of the artist and the clumsy, comical figure
of the flop Jar Jar Binks as light-hearted self-mockery.
There was no script for the performance, so what happened afterward had to be precisely
coordinated: shortly after the opening the boat was repaired, photos of the performance
were published in the catalog and the boat placed back in the space, still too big to fit but
without any signs of damage. As with a magic trick the visitors could not tell whether it was
the same boat or if it had simply been replaced by a copy.
In HUNDESCHULE one can see Jim & George, the artist’s two French bulldogs, along
with performers with dog masks. If soft toys are a humanization of the animal, here the
opposite takes place, in that humans are become closer to animals through their costumes.
The way we relate to dogs as “(wo)man’s best friend” generally reflects the social values
of education, training, good conduct, order, and discipline. The animals and humans in the
performance mostly seem bored, however—far from the idea of perfectly trained animals.
The close collaboration with musicians in von Bonin’s performances is also evident in
the fact that members of Tocotronic who participated later titled the band’s 2007 album
Kapitulation. In the exhibition, the music video of the title track is shown alternately with
the performances. When the album was released, three years after the exhibition at Kölnischer
Kunstverein, the lead singer Dirk von Lowtzow talked about its name in relation to its potential
for aggression: the record represented both resistance and an alternative to the spirit of
national optimism that was resurgent in Germany at the time. Critics saw the album as an
expression of emancipation from the burdensome tasks of everyday life, as “a raging manifesto
of pessimism about German culture.” A performance by Tocotronic, one day after the opening,
is also part of the current exhibition at mumok.

The artist has placed Martin Kippenberger’s SCHNEEWITTCHENSARG (Snow White’s Coffin,
1989) (9) next to KAPITULATION. She was friends with Kippenberger, sought out a productive
confrontation with him and has described herself as a “groupie” of his in 1980s Cologne. More
than almost any other artist, Kippenberger stands for a sharply antagonistic attitude not only
with respect to a traditional understanding of art but also to the economic liberalism of the
1980s and German small-mindedness. “Snow white’s coffin” was a common nickname for the
Phonosuper SK 4, a combined radio and record player with a Plexiglas cover, designed as a
living-room piece by Braun in 1956. In Kippenberger’s work he overlays this object from the
world of consumer culture with the glass coffin from the Grimms’ fairy tale in a reduced formal
language that in turn brings to mind the objects of Minimal art of the 1960s. Kippenberger’s
critique is aimed at the bourgeoisification of this kind of art, which had become a decorative
collector’s item and lost its social relevance in a “coffin-like” muteness.
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In a space that visitors enter through a set of staggered barriers, von Bonin has hung more
recent two-dimensional fabric pieces on the wall, as in a conventional painting exhibition
(10). These works do not have neat edges; they look as if they were produced quickly, like
flags or banners for a demonstration. The jute sackcloth creates a monochrome brown field,
even a bit dirty, onto which a text in pink cotton has been stitched: LOVE HATE (2011) is
something that the artist saw in a theater set. These words may also be associated with a
youth culture or a counterculture opposed to established social expectations. An antagonistic
set of values is cited in another piece: LEISTUNG DEMUT PRÄSENZ (2012)—proficiency,
humility, presence—are the values of a conformist society geared to maximum productivity.
These large fabric pictures were made in the past few years and not in the context of 1970s
subcultures. Around 30 years too late, they communicate well-known phrases and nostalgic
references to a bygone time and seem almost incomprehensible, like obsolete rules of
etiquette.

In 1997 Cosima von Bonin created the installation EIN LÖWE IM BONSAIWALD (11). Alongside
fragments of picture-like objects and hints of wall painting, stuffed animals lay in a corner.
Wooden boards were scattered around the room, each of them a base for many ears of wheat.
These sections of an artificial cornfield have been reconstructed in cardboard for the current
exhibition. The space conveys an impression of a stage or film set, where the actors have left
traces and small objects lie on the ground as if they had been absent-mindedly left behind. The
title, too, is reminiscent of a film and lets opposites meet in a surreal fashion, because what is
one supposed to picture under “a lion in a bonsai forest”? Thus it gives just as little indication of
a storyline as the objects in the room; rather, each single object in the installation gives free rein
to many possible associations and enables cross-references and new forms of interrelation to
emerge.
In von Bonin’s work social expectations are again and again treated ironically and set against a
negation that emerges less as a vocal attitude of protest than in the form of signs of weariness.
The superhero Mighty Mouse (12) represents a particular story of failure. This stuffed figure is
here suspended on a pole with open arms. Created by the Terrytoons studio in 1942 for 20th
Century Fox, this mouse was a children’s equivalent to Superman, like whom it had special
powers. Mighty Mouse is akin to Disney’s Mickey Mouse; ultimately, however, it lost out in the
competition between the studios. In contrast to von Bonin’s other animal figures, it is not at
first glance clear whether Mighty Mouse is a figure made by the artist or is an object produced
commercially as a form of advertising. There seems to be no trace of this cartoon character’s
superpowers, instead the object suspended in space seems almost lost, more like a forgotten
prop. In its title, REFERENCE HELL #2 (MIGHTY MOUSE) touches on the abysmal aspect of the
omnipresence of such forms of light-entertainment culture.
THE FATIGUE EMPIRE was the title the artist gave to her exhibition at Kunsthaus Bregenz in
2010, from which several key works are here on view (13). An entire arsenal of oversized stuffed
animals lies around like the survivors of a party: a huge crab lounges in a wicker beach chair in
THE BONIN / OSWALD EMPIRE’S NOTHING # 02 (CVB’S HERMIT CRAB ON FAKE ROYÈRE
& MVO’S HERMIT CRAB (FAKE ROYÈRE) SONG) (2010). A plump chick that stares lethargically
into empty space has drying vomit on its breast in the 2011 piece MISSY MISDEMEANOUR #02
(THE BEIGE VOMITING CHICK, MISS RILEY [LOOP #2, 2006], MVO’S VOODOO BEAT & MVO’S
ROCKET BLAST BEAT), in which Missy Misdemeanor herself sits on a school bench listening
to music by Moritz von Oswald. Here, too, von Bonin’s stuffed animals are not cute cuddly toys
but act as characters who are obviously taking a break. Again and again what is performed is
negation, as in the installation THE BONIN/ OSWALD EMPIRE’S NOTHING #3 (CVB’S FATIGUE
RAFT & MVO’S WHITE RABBIT SONG) (2010), where a hemispherical speaker is suspended
from the ceiling and plays music, one of the approximately 20 “beats” that von Oswald composed
for von Bonin’s exhibition in Bregenz. A purple rabbit rests comfortably against a platform to be
better able to watch television. Like others of his ilk he has the word SLOTH written on his paws.
A slumped white rabbit with a black eye patch seems much worse for the wear, one leg resting on
a small plush dog, with a crab gazing into space next to him. Around them are dummy spotlights
that put them in the proverbial limelight and dramatize their inactivity.

Von Bonin’s menagerie is a kind of open and humorous counterproposal to the social
imperative to be productive. Exhaustion and laziness are here not conditions that one
should resist or overcome, but things that should be savored and openly celebrated. In this
regard, von Bonin’s animals also resist the work ethic of contemporary capitalism, which
demands not only permanent creativity but also that it secures an economic return. In a
society that defines itself through work, noncompliance is penalized with ostracization.
Von Bonin’s animal kingdom is also about the ways in which artists are part of this
achievement-oriented society: the art market and exhibition spaces always demand new
ideas, and collectors and investors keep tabs on how much the further development of
one’s work conforms to market demands. A career in the art world demands flexibility
and eagerness, discipline and hard work. Leisure, even regenerative laziness, belongs
to an obsolete, romantic conception of the artist. In view of the number of the works in
the exhibition and the fact that von Bonin had nine solo shows over only 18 months, her
FATIGUE EMPIRE also offers a gently ironic perspective on her own creativity.
Alongside stuffed animals, fabric pictures (14) became a trademark of von Bonin’s practice.
At mumok they are distributed across the whole exhibition; in the FATIGUE EMPIRE SAAL
they are even mounted on pedestals dividing the space. After the early works that draw on
Sigmar Polke’s halftone-dot canvases, von Bonin stopped painting. Paintings are what sells
best in the art market and in keeping with her resistance to productivity and conforming
to market demands, von Bonin takes recourse to other materials. Her stuffed animals,
mushrooms, and the fabric pictures that she calls Lappen or “rags” are partly made from
top-quality high-fashion textiles. In this way von Bonin also reflects on the overlapping fields
of art and fashion as part of a contemporary consumerist lifestyle. The artist doesn’t make
all of her fabric pieces herself but employs professional sewers. The delegated authorship
that exists throughout her oeuvre is also described in a song by Tocotronic, whose lyrics the
artists often quotes in her works: ”Whatever you do, don’t do it yourself, even if it’s off-theshelf. Whatever you do, be so wise, as not to DIY.” Her artistic process may mean that von
Bonin keeps provoking the discussion about textile art being a traditionally “feminine” pursuit,
but—in this case too—she doesn’t take a stand one way or another: “I have no hidden agenda
in my work. I am not political, I have no messages to convey, and for me there’s no such thing
as ‘women’s art.’”
The pictures are made up of sections of several different materials with abstracted images
and writing added through a patchwork technique. On SHIRT / FLUFF / SAME DAY (2007)
cartoon figures have also been embroidered on, as well as the text “Harmonie ist eine
Strategie” (Harmony is a Strategy), again the title of one of Tocotronic’s songs. Four diagonal
stripes are prominent in the middle of the picture, an allusion to the fashion brand Martin
Margiela, which sews its labels onto its clothes with four such stitches. They are often visible
from the outside, and since the brand otherwise deliberately does without any kind of visible
logo, the discreet stitches are a kind of code for the initiated. Von Bonin plays with such forms
of personal coding and indistinctness; with Daffy Duck and other cartoon figures she brings
together the protagonists of popular culture, borrowings from the world of fashion, expensive
HERMIT CRAB IN FAKE ROYÈRE, 2010
Photo: Markus Tretter

picture in the British tabloids in which the Prince of Wales was spotted with his then lover
Camilla Parker Bowles. Von Bonin even restaged the press photograph herself. As in other
fabric pictures she here too pursues a strategy of concealing, distorting, and negating a
legible statement.
In the back part of the room, here are two cars and two rockets in a space that seems more
like a kind of storage room than part of a museum. TOYOTA (2010) is a 1:1 reconstruction of a
Toyota Hilux in cardboard, itself reconstructed in turn for the exhibition at mumok. It is flanked
by another version: CODE PINK REPORT (2010) (15) is a Toyota Hilux that was reconstructed
in plywood by theater carpenters. The truck bed contains flags and banners in various pink
patterned fabrics that even cover the record player of a sound system. With inscriptions such
as “Silverfuture,” which refers to a club in Berlin, all the props for an LGBT pride parade are
present. Only instead of dancers in the truck there are three small stuffed plush penguins in
stunt-pilot costumes. At Kunsthaus Bregenz in 2010, these cars were part of a performance
in which the drag queens Doc Nancy and Proddy Produzentin stood on the truck bed and
brandished von Bonin’s sculptures as if they were enormous pink foam penises.
If the Toyotas transform a technological aesthetic brimming with masculinity into its parodic
opposite, the bright and colorful paint on the rockets (16) reverse the signification of these
weapons of war and their customary embodiment of power and threat, making them into
playful objects. They would make more sense at a pride parade than at a military one.

THE BONIN / OSWALD EMPIRE’S NOTHING #03
(CVB’S FATIGUE RAF & MVO’S WHITE RABBIT SONG), 2010
Photo: Markus Tretter

fabrics, and allusions to art history. An example of the latter is how the fabric pictures are
divided up into color fields in a way that brings to mind the paintings of Blinky Palermo, one
of the best known geometric abstract painters in 1970s Germany.
The references that von Bonin suggests in her works lead one ever further into a web
of associations, but they do not always or unconditionally offer a clear point of access.
INTERNATIONALES WOLLSEKRETARIAT (LOOP # 1) (2003), however, is titled after the
International Wool Secretariat, an association that was founded in 1937 to promote the
export of Australian wool. Working with designers and retailers, the organization built up a
global advocacy network to promote products, monitor market developments, and award
certification marks. This work of von Bonin’s is not only made of high-quality woolen
fabrics but also suggests, through its title, the political and economic dimensions of this
material. The picture is split down the middle, at the top two checkered fabrics cover
the torsos of passersby in front of a fence. This subject in turn is taken from a paparazzi
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GRANDVILLE AND THE DECISION AT GRANDVILLE was the title Cosima von Bonin gave to
a 2011 exhibition at Galerie Buchholz in Berlin. The colorful fabrics of her early works have
at this point given way to an almost uniform whiteness. This creates a form of estrangement
and neutrality that—in works such as the enormous white cotton BIKINI I (GHOST VERSION)
(1993) (17)—draws directly on antecedents in recent art. Claes Oldenburg had made similar
“ghost versions” of everyday objects. His works expose the sexual symbolism lurking in
seemingly innocent forms, while in BIKINI I von Bonin confronts male fantasy with an object
whose point is its own obvious monstrosity.
A red stuffed lobster lies in the middle of the room on top of a recreated 1950s-style
white table frame, and on another table are piles of white stuffed animals. On the ground
are small compositions with porcelain marine creatures, shells, and sea horses. Von
Bonin’s title includes the name of the French draughtsman and political caricaturist
Grandville, who in the 19th century drew anthropomorphic animals in sometimes
completely illogical scenes. The animals in von Bonin’s work are far more lethargic
than the protagonists of Grandville’s political caricatures with their grotesque gestures,
but exhaustion as a basic human outlook is clearly inscribed in them in an easily
comprehensible language of forms.

The feet of tables, chests of drawers, and chairs are placed on a low pedestal along with two
pairs of high-heels, surrounded by dummy spotlights and microphones. The reconstruction
of the work FREUDEN UND LEIDEN EINES OPIUMRAUCHERS (2002/2011) (18) makes
the furniture stumps into autonomous protagonists who stand to attention like soldiers
on the stage. The shoes (von Bonin deliberately chose pairs by Yves Saint Laurent) here
replace the text YOKO ONO MARY BAUMEISTER WIBKE VON BONIN, which von Bonin had
mounted on the wall in an earlier version of the piece. Like the “ghost version” of a bikini, they
draw our attention to something absent, something that we can only make complete in our
imaginations.
A kind of stage similarly functions as the setting for an imaginary narrative in JOHN JAMES
(LOOP # 1) (2011) (19), which takes the form of two adjacent changing cubicles that can
be imagined as the site for all kinds of conversations, disguises, and transformations. The
arrangement of doors and wall sections made from standard chipboard brings to mind the
rigorous formal language of Minimalist objects. The word LOOP in the title means that the
artist has executed this work repeatedly in different versions, which is in accordance with
the Minimalist tendency to manufacture sculptures in series using industrial techniques.
The narrative that inspired von Bonin to make this work has very little to do with Minimal art,
however. John James is an American actor who became famous for playing Jeff Colby in the
family drama Dynasty. The two changing cubicles in the installation have their origin in
a scene in the TV series in which a round of verbal sparring by the sworn enemies Krystle
(Linda Evans) and Alexis (Joan Collins) is followed by their simultaneously stepping out of a
changing cubicle and finding that they have chosen the same dress for the same occasion.
The scene is in typical soap-opera style and hence seems exaggerated slapstick from
today’s perspective; the clip is among the moments of high camp that used to be screened
again and again in gay clubs. JOHN JAMES (LOOP # 1) and the pedestal in the middle of
the room create a kind of stage set with film props and, in a similar way, conjure up various
possible scenarios.
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Before you enter the large gallery on the uppermost floor of the exhibition you see white
mushrooms lined up in a row in a smaller white room on the right (20). Von Bonin has not
selected fabric of various different colors as she did for earlier versions of these mushrooms;
here she has chosen a uniform white corduroy that gives the row of mushrooms something
cool and antiseptic. They are almost human-size and so also remind one of a line-up of
individual personalities; in earlier versions von Bonin even gave each of them a name. One
of the characteristics of mushrooms in their natural habitat is that only a small part of their
organic mass is visible above the earth’s surface. The bulk of it is underground, hidden in an
extensive network of rhizomes. In a metaphorical sense this principle can also be applied to
von Bonin’s art: what we see in the exhibition space as an artistic expression is only a small
part of the exchange among a large network of people. The mushrooms are part of a series
titled THERAPIE, though it is not clear whether their simple white is intended to suggest a
kind of therapeutic or perhaps a hallucinatory effect. Oversized mushrooms are frequent in
fairy tales and myths. Among the most famous is Alice in Wonderland, where Alice eats
a mushroom with magical properties that make her either very short or tremendously tall.
Viewers undergo a similar transformation when they enter the large space under the skylight:
Enormous structures, platforms, tables, and elevated galleries create the sensation of being a
dwarf as you enter a space in which the relative size of everything has gone off-kilter.

The scenario is a restaging of the last installment of her travelling exhibition THE LAZY SUSAN
SERIES (2010–2012). What is presented here is not a conventional exhibition concept but
an artistic world of experiences that welcomes viewers on a journey of discovery. Visitors are
invited to move through the space, peek around, and discover works that perform like actors on
various stages. A complete picture is not possible from any one place, but can only be gleaned
from many different vantage points. Only when you’ve taken the stairs to the right and left of the
space do you get an overview over the sprawling pageant that the artist has laid out. On a dining
table, a lazy Susan allows everyone to rotate the selection and take what they want. In the title of
this exhibition display, it shows that von Bonin is as little invested in compelling visitors to take a
monolithic view of her work as she is in being an artist who takes an authoritarian role.
Another rocket can be found on a high platform. With its luminous pink and green colors, MISSY
MISDEMEANOUR (THE VOMITING WHITE CHICK, RILEY (LOOP # 5), MVO’S VOODOO BEAT
& MVO’S ROCKET BLAST BEAT) (21) is not so much a threatening weapon of war as an object
that easily shares the atmosphere of surreal exaggeration that characterizes the oversize
stuffed animals, particularly as the vomiting chick is now sitting on the rocket. Miss Riley was
the name of a teacher in America in the 1960s. One of her students was Homer Hickham Jr,
whom she encouraged and who later became a well known NASA engineer. In his memoir
Rocket Boys (1998) he made people aware of Frieda Joy Riley. If one removes the letters
R and Y from the name Miss Riley, the word missile remains. The combination with the chick
sitting on the rocket has a similar richness of association yet nonetheless remains enigmatic:
it references the famous scene from Stanley Kubrick’s film Dr. Strangelove or: How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb (1964) in which Major Kong rides the
bomb as it falls toward its target.
The animal kingdom is again present in force: oversized stuffed animals, a rabbit, and a bear
in front of beach huts, large-eyed clams on a swing, a rabbit that is so tired it has fallen over,
with the word SLOTH written on its paws, and innumerable small soft toys hanging on a clothes
line. A multicolored fabric octopus is sprawled on an oversize table above viewers’ heads, with
elegant spirals at the tips of its tentacles. Against the white background, STRUKTUR (2007)
(22) is easily visible; an octopus in nature would have camouflaged itself. The intelligence of
the octopus and its capacity for making quick changes are shared by the artist herself, who
responds to the demands of the art world with ever-new ruses and shimmering variations of her
work. And like the octopus with its many tentacles she lies in wait ready to grab a new haul of
ideas and inspirations.
WWW.I‘M-YOUR-MATE.COM (2010) (23) is an installation incorporating two works by
other artists; wireless headphones allow you to listen to them throughout the space. One is
Document of the Dead (1992), a documentary about the filmmaker George A. Romero,
whose Night of the Living Dead (1968) is one of the most successful zombie films of
all time. Romero’s horror film also has a political background: it was filmed during the race
and student unrest at the time of the Vietnam war and paints a picture of society as a mass of
beings with no free will. In the documentary, Romero talks about what it was like to produce the

STRUKTUR, 2007

film, ranging from a discussion of his dependence on its financial backers to camera settings
and filmmaking tricks. Alongside the reference to Romero’s B-movie classic, the second film
on view is Jacques Tati’s Playtime (1967). Tati shows a man searching for a fictional person
and getting lost in a surreal modernist world. In the specially constructed set with disturbing
representations of consumer culture, the absurd plot is intensified into ever more slapstick-like
scenes. Another reason von Bonin shows both filmmaker’s works has to do with her principled
rejection of the demands of the market and the entertainment industry, which had even driven
the perfectionist Tati into bankruptcy. With the title WWW.I‘M-YOUR-MATE.COM von Bonin
seems to declare her solidarity.
Work and the refusal of work can take many forms. In the case of IDLER, LEZZER, TOSSPIECE
(2010) (24) a plump little man sits on a high umpire’s chair. He looks out into the day with
bulging eyes from his raised position of prominence. A spider is already spinning a thread
from his long nose. According to a popular fairy tale, telling lies makes your nose grow longer.
It remains open whether he is sitting up there as punishment or has himself chosen a selfimposed spiritual exile. Like the large octopus he is frozen in a position of waiting, although
in his case it is less a lying in wait for something than simply ignoring the colorful pageant of

animals, finding it boring. He has a close relative in the exhibition. In front of the panorama
window is a resplendent balcony with a figure standing on it (25). Von Bonin calls him DER
ITALIENER (2014). The figure is not at all like the droves of creatures behind his back, who
lounge around the museum on highchairs and other furniture, collapsed in exhaustion and
idleness. DER ITALIENER, somewhat wooden, tense, and lean in stature, stands there “in a
mixture of breezy grandeur and introverted reclusiveness, but above all as an argumentative
troublemaker, a kind of agent provocateur” (Dirk von Lowtzow). DER ITALIENER feels sick;
he needs to vomit. It’s up to the viewer to think about whether this is because he’s fed up with
his burden and, sneaky as he is, wants to rebel against von Bonin and turns his back on her
exhibition for this reason, or whether he’s simply afraid of heights.

MISSY MISDEMEANOUR (THE VOMITING WHITE CHICK, RILEY [LOOP # 5],
MVO’S VOODOO BEAT & MVO’S ROCKET BLAST BEAT), 2010
Courtesy Galerie NEU, Berlin

